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1. INTRODUCTION: NEUTROPHILS AS EFFECTOR CELL OF THE INNATE IMMUNE SYSTEM {#eci12943-sec-0001}
=========================================================================

Neutrophils are evolutionary old cells that have evolved from specialized cells that gained the propensity to phagocytose targets. Such phagocytosing cells are found throughout the animal kingdom from corals to mammals.[6](#eci12943-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} In man, neutrophils are the most abundant innate immune cells in the peripheral blood and comprise about 60%‐70% of all leucocytes in this compartment. The cells quickly respond to inflammatory cues coming from infectious or damaged areas outside the blood system.[3](#eci12943-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} They express several receptors by which they can sense soluble inflammatory mediators, ranging from bioactive lipids to cytokines.[1](#eci12943-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#eci12943-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} The first mechanism that is initiated by interaction with these mediators is a priming response by which the cells switch to a pre‐activated state.[7](#eci12943-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} This process is reviewed by Vogt et al in this special issue. The priming response is also instrumental for the cells to be able to interact with the vessel wall and transmigrate through the endothelium.[3](#eci12943-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Transmigration is both mediated by upregulated surface expression of adhesion molecules[8](#eci12943-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} and inside‐out activation of integrin receptors, normally present in an inactive configuration on unprimed cells.[9](#eci12943-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} After extravasation, the cells will migrate along gradients of chemotactic signals and thereby find the area with infection and/or tissue damage.[10](#eci12943-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Here, the cells engage in killing of microorganisms and/or clearance of damaged tissue. Again, priming is important, as the killing mechanisms are greatly enhanced after stimulation by inflammatory mediators.[11](#eci12943-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#eci12943-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} For example, priming of neutrophils with TNF‐α enhances ROS production, degranulation and chemotaxis in response to other activating stimuli.[13](#eci12943-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Besides phagocytosis and intracellular killing, also extracellular killing mechanisms are operational through release of ROS and degranulation of granule contents.[14](#eci12943-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} In the last decade, another extracellular mechanism has been discovered by which neutrophils can trap microorganisms in nets of DNA through a process referred to as NETosis.[15](#eci12943-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} This NETosis is reviewed in this special issue by Van Avondt and Hartl.

2. THE MARGINATED POOL {#eci12943-sec-0002}
======================

The number of neutrophils in the peripheral blood can change greatly by relatively small changes in homeostasis. It has already been described decades ago that treatment with stress hormones such as epinephrine and cortisol can immediately liberate many additional neutrophils to the peripheral blood[16](#eci12943-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; cells with a seemingly identical phenotype compared to the cells present in the blood previous to the challenge.[17](#eci12943-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} A similar situation can be evoked by exercise.[18](#eci12943-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Again, these "demarginated" cells seem to be identical to the pre‐exercise cells.[17](#eci12943-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} The consensus in the field is that the marginated pool consists of cells interacting with the vessel wall and that the cells are in complete equilibrium with the free‐flowing cells.[2](#eci12943-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, marginated and demarginated cells are not seen as functional phenotypes and will not be dealt with in the remainder of this review.

3. PRIMING, ACTIVATION, DIFFERENTIATION, AGEING AND DEATH {#eci12943-sec-0003}
=========================================================

Neutrophils are extremely sensitive for environmental cues and express a multitude of receptors transducing the presence of these signals to the intracellular milieu. The cells can integrate all these signals into a changed activation status ranging from priming to full activation.[7](#eci12943-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} This can result in a spectrum of neutrophil subtypes described in this review, an overview is provided in Figure [1](#eci12943-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. It is essential to define the different states of the cells that can be found in health and disease:

![Neutrophil phenotypes in health and disease. Neutrophils develop in the bone marrow and leave the bone marrow after 5‐6 days.[20](#eci12943-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} The cells circulate as a homogeneous population in the peripheral blood and can go to the tissues in small numbers under homeostatic conditions. In disease, neutrophil phenotypes redistribute and are present in peripheral blood and distant tissues. The origin of at least part of the additional blood neutrophil phenotypes remains to be established](ECI-48-na-g001){#eci12943-fig-0001}

*Priming and activation* are defined as a different state of cells belonging to the same phenotype. Priming and activation are typically not associated with differentiation and occur relatively fast.

*A phenotype* is defined as a neutrophil that has gained or lost a specialized function not shared with other phenotypes of cells. A clear example that will be reviewed in detail below is the propensity to inhibit T cells. Phenotypes likely originate from differences in differentiation of neutrophils in the bone marrow or in distant tissues. This process is relatively slow.

Obviously, it is difficult to discriminate between differentiation and activation, as the neutrophil compartment is highly dynamic with a clear exchange between blood, bone marrow and distant tissues.

Multiple studies have connected neutrophil age with specific markers and functions. The nuclear segmentation typical for neutrophils has been used as an indicator for their age. In a multitude of inflammatory conditions, immature neutrophils with a non‐segmented banded nucleus are released from the bone marrow, causing a so‐called left shift.[19](#eci12943-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, using an in vivo labelling approach, we have recently shown these banded neutrophils are younger than their segmented counterparts. However, unexpectedly, hypersegmented neutrophils, which are mobilized into the peripheral blood during acute inflammation, are not older than the cells with a normal nuclear morphology.[20](#eci12943-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} The origin of neutrophils with a hypersegmented nucleus is still obscure, but the phenotype does not seem to be induced by activation, because the proteome is completely different and the cells are characterized by a marked downregulation of the protein translation machinery.[20](#eci12943-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} It is clear that vitamin B12 deficiency is also associated with neutrophils with a hypersegmented nucleus, but at present, it is uncertain whether these cells belong to the same phenotype as the one found during acute inflammation.[21](#eci12943-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}

Besides nuclear morphology, several membrane markers have been associated with cellular age. These are typically differentially expressed between young neutrophils with a banded nucleus, and mature cells with a segmented nucleus. A clear example is the neutral endopeptidase CD10, which shows a lower expression on neutrophils with a banded nucleus.[22](#eci12943-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Unfortunately, these markers (see, eg, CD10, CD11b, CD15) are typically also induced on normal, mature cells by short‐term activation.[22](#eci12943-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#eci12943-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#eci12943-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Uhl et al[25](#eci12943-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} used in vivo BrdU labelling of neutrophils in mice to show that aged neutrophils with a highly reactive phenotype are present in the circulation in an endotoxemia model. Comparable experiments in human are still missing, and the presence and function of aged neutrophils in inflammatory conditions thus remains uncertain.

At the end of life, neutrophils are generally thought to die by apoptosis in the tissues and to be cleared by phagocytosis by macrophages in a process generally referred to as efferocytosis.[26](#eci12943-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} However, in vivo data supporting this concept are mainly from inflammatory conditions. The fate of neutrophils under homeostasis is much less clear, but there are solid data that describe the CXCR4/SDF axis as an important mechanism to clear aged neutrophils in the bone marrow[27](#eci12943-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} (review by de Filippo and Rankin in this special issue).

Additionally, there is no clear consensus on the half‐life of neutrophils in peripheral blood, bone marrow and in the tissues. Novel methodology applying the stable isotope deuterium has led to conflicting results ranging from a relatively long lifespan of around 5 days[28](#eci12943-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} to 19 hours.[29](#eci12943-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} These conflicting results are caused by differences in the assumptions regarding the behaviour of progenitor cells in the bone marrow and the size of the neutrophil compartment.[30](#eci12943-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}

4. THE NEUTROPHIL IN TUMOUR SURVEILLANCE {#eci12943-sec-0004}
========================================

The first clues that the neutrophil compartment was heterogeneous came from studies in the cancer field that identified myeloid‐derived suppressor cells (MDSCs[31](#eci12943-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}) and N1/N2 tumour‐associated neutrophils in mice.[32](#eci12943-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} These experiments provided evidence that neutrophils could affect the immune response against tumours. Different neutrophil subsets can be involved in better tumour killing (N1 cells) and/or in suppressed immunity against tumours (N2 cells and MDSCs). Although understanding of these phenotypes holds great promise for cancer treatment and has rightfully raised great enthusiasm in the cancer immunity field, the concept is still in its early development. Additionally, until now, the existence of N1/N2 neutrophils in human is not shown.

The difference in N1/N2 cells has so far mainly been described in mice, and often in terms of expression of proteins that might be involved in anti‐ or pro‐tumour immune responses. Unfortunately, few mechanistic data are available obtained with isolated cells. MDSCs have mainly been studied in mice, and often, these cells are studied in bulk, encompassing both monocytes and neutrophils, and often not distinguishing this population from normal mature neutrophils.[33](#eci12943-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} As neutrophils in tumour‐bearing mice display the typical left shift, it has been proposed that MDSCs are relatively young.[34](#eci12943-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} However, Youn et al provided data that also neutrophils with a mature nucleus can act as MDSC.[35](#eci12943-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} The field still awaits proper definition which cells in the MDSC pool are pro‐tumorigenic and which processes are operational in these cells.[36](#eci12943-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} In the mouse models, arginase has been shown to play an important role, but the role of arginase in human MDSC is still conflicting.[37](#eci12943-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#eci12943-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}

It is important to emphasize that at least in vitro neutrophils are potent killers of tumour cells by antibody‐dependent cell‐mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC[39](#eci12943-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}) and trogocytosis.[40](#eci12943-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the presence of these cells in the tumour tissue can be associated with a favourable outcome in the resolution of these tumours.[32](#eci12943-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} This situation is a clear example for the dilemmas faced in the treatment of neutrophil‐mediated diseases. Some phenotypes are beneficial (microbe and tumour killing), whereas other are harmful (immune suppression or tumour promoting),[32](#eci12943-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#eci12943-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} also see the review by Aarts and Kuiipers in this issue. Detailed analysis of the neutrophil phenotypes in time and place will allow more focused therapy directed against disease‐promoting phenotypes.

5. THE NEUTROPHIL IN IMMUNE REGULATION {#eci12943-sec-0005}
======================================

Parallel to the description of the complex neutrophil response in tumour immunology, several studies have described compartmentalization of neutrophils in immune regulation under conditions of acute inflammation[42](#eci12943-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} or during neutrophil mobilization by G‐CSF.[43](#eci12943-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} These studies have in common that neutrophils with a more (hyper)segmented nucleus can suppress T‐cell activation and/or proliferation in vitro by cells with a more (hyper)segmented nucleus. T‐cell suppression is critically dependent on cell‐cell contact, as blocking antibodies directed against β~2~‐integrins could inhibit the response.[42](#eci12943-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} The suppressing cells mobilized during acute inflammation are characterized by a normal expression of FcγRIII (CD16), low expression of L‐selectin (CD62L) and a high expression of Mac‐1 (CD11b) and p150.95 (CD11c).[42](#eci12943-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}

T cell‐suppressing neutrophils mobilized 5 days after G‐CSF mobilization have a high expression of CD10.[43](#eci12943-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} As yet, it is unclear whether both suppressing neutrophils belong to the same phenotype or that cells mobilized for 3 hours by endotoxin or 5 days by G‐CSF belong to different phenotypes. Supportive for the latter hypothesis is the finding that G‐CSF‐mobilized cells use arginase for suppression, whereas cells during acute inflammation employ ROS for suppression. The arginase‐I inhibitor L‐arginine did not affect T‐cell suppression induced by the latter cells.

As mentioned also in the introduction, the origin of T cell‐suppressing neutrophils is not known. The fact that they are found in the blood within 3 hours post endotoxin challenge, and the marked difference in proteome argues against a short‐term activation‐induced change in functionality.[20](#eci12943-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Yet, kinetic experiments in the bone marrow and peripheral tissue have to be performed to identify the mechanism(s) and locations(s) for these immune regulatory neutrophils.

An interesting line of research carried out by the group of Takashima has identified a third immune regulatory neutrophil: a neutrophil‐dendritic cell hybrid. In mouse models, such cells were identified in different inflammation models.[44](#eci12943-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} In vitro, these cells were clearly able to modulate T‐cell responses.[44](#eci12943-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}

Lastly, another potentially interesting neutrophil phenotype has been found in chronic inflammatory and infectious diseases, cancer and acute inflammation. This neutrophil phenotype is characterized by a relatively low buoyant density and is referred to as low‐density granulocyte (LDG).[45](#eci12943-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} This "phenotype" has been described to be typically present in the mononuclear cell fraction of patients with a variety of acute and chronic disease. LDGs in SLE have been most thoroughly studied: these cells have an activated phenotype characterized by enhanced expression of activation markers and an increased propensity to form NETs.[46](#eci12943-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} Unfortunately, these cells have been poorly characterized in terms of discrimination between short‐term activated cells or long‐term differentiated cells. In fact, the composition of the neutrophils that stay on top of the Ficoll layer is very heterogenous, and there is a marked difference in the numbers of and function attributed to the "LDGs" found under different conditions.[45](#eci12943-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, it seems too early to define a neutrophil phenotype solely on the characteristic of a low buoyant density.

6. THE NEUTROPHIL IN TISSUE REGENERATION AND REPAIR {#eci12943-sec-0006}
===================================================

It has already been suggested for decades that neutrophils play an important role in tissue repair. Most of the data supportive for this hypothesis are circumstantial, but nevertheless the findings in mouse models[47](#eci12943-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#eci12943-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} and small children with leucocyte adhesion deficiency types I, II and III clearly show impaired tissue repair responses associated with the absence of neutrophils in the tissues and marked neutrophilia in blood and bone marrow.[49](#eci12943-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#eci12943-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#eci12943-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} These data imply that the absence of neutrophils in the tissues due to aberrant homing leads to impaired tissue repair by as yet unidentified mechanisms. It is, however, important to emphasize that a CD18 deficiency also affects homing of monocytes to the tissues.[47](#eci12943-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} These data are thus not sufficient to unequivocally place the neutrophil in tissue repair.

There is an interesting correlation between tissue repair, the presence of neutrophils and the absence of mononuclear cells in the early haematoma formed after bone fracture. Here, a highly regulated process is initiated upon fracture that leads to correct bone formation weeks after the event. In the early fracture haematoma, high numbers of neutrophils are found that contribute to so‐called emergency stroma. The cells produce a fibronectin mesh that is important for the later deposition of collagen by mononuclear cells.[52](#eci12943-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} Removal of neutrophils from the early haematoma severely impairs bone formation in animal models.[53](#eci12943-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}

Intriguingly, normal uneventful fracture healing of large bones, such as tibia and femur, is associated with a clear neutrophilia 10‐12 days after the fracture.[54](#eci12943-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} This neutrophilia is not associated with a detectable infection and/or sterile pathological inflammation. In fact, data in small cohorts of trauma patients with fractures of larger bones imply that this neutrophilia is important, as the absence of such neutrophilia is associated with poor bone formation and non‐union of the bone (pseudo‐arthrosis).[53](#eci12943-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}

Another neutrophil phenotype that is associated with tissue repair after hypoxia is the CXCR4^high^ neutrophil.[55](#eci12943-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} Massena et al showed that tissue VEGF‐A upregulation following hypoxia recruits a distinct subset of neutrophils to the lesion site through VEGFR1 and VEGFR2. Circulating CD49^pos^/CXCR4^high^/VEGFR1^high^ neutrophils transmigrate and, at the site, promote neovascularization. Blocking of VEGFR1 or VEGFR2 impaired recruitment and subsequent angiogenesis and tissue repair. The angiogenic effect is thought to be due to an abundance of MMP‐9 delivered by these neutrophils.[56](#eci12943-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} Combined, these data support the concept of the importance of neutrophils in normal tissue repair.

7. THE NEUTROPHIL IN ABERRANT PRO‐ AND ANTI‐INFLAMMATORY CONDITIONS {#eci12943-sec-0007}
===================================================================

Most of the data described above focused on normal functioning of neutrophils in homeostatic and disease conditions. Under these conditions, the neutrophil responds correctly on disease cues. However, an increasing number of clinical conditions are found to be at least in part mediated by malfunctioning of these cells. Apart from the already mentioned pro‐tumorigenic action of certain neutrophil phenotypes, other diseases are mediated by both hyper‐ and hypo‐activity of these cells.[49](#eci12943-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#eci12943-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#eci12943-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#eci12943-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#eci12943-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}

7.1. Diseases associated with hyperactivation of neutrophil phenotypes {#eci12943-sec-0008}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

chronic inflammatory diseases (eg cystic fibrosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease), acute inflammation (systemic inflammatory response syndrome, acute respiratory distress syndrome, multi‐organ dysfunction) and reperfusion injury.[61](#eci12943-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#eci12943-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#eci12943-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#eci12943-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} These conditions have in common that neutrophil‐driven tissue damage is a hall mark of the disease, and it is imperative that neutrophil responses responsible should be inhibited with future innovative treatments. Despite a general consensus that inhibition of neutrophils is essential in dealing with these diseases, the clinical options are very limited. This is mainly caused by the fact that neutrophils are notoriously resistant to currently available anti‐inflammatory drugs such as corticosteroids.[65](#eci12943-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}

7.2. Diseases associated with hypo‐activation or functional deficiency of neutrophil phenotypes {#eci12943-sec-0009}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Neutrophil genetic deficiencies:* The most common inherited neutrophil deficiency is chronic granulomatous disease caused by mutations in the subunits of the NADPH‐oxidase genes.[66](#eci12943-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} CGD and the other rare neutrophil deficiencies are reviewed by van de Geer et al[67](#eci12943-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} Little if anything is known of different neutrophil phenotypes in their functionality and occurrence in these diseases.

7.3. Acquired neutrophil hypo‐activation during compensatory anti‐inflammatory response syndrome (CARS) after major trauma and sepsis {#eci12943-sec-0010}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hypo‐activation of neutrophils is a much‐overlooked problem in severely injured patients. This injury is typically found in patients undergoing major operations or experiencing major trauma caused by accidents.[60](#eci12943-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} The main and most important risk factors for mortality and morbidity in these patients are infectious complications that range from "simple" line infections to septic shock.[68](#eci12943-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} These clinical conditions are associated with blood neutrophils that are refractory to activation.[69](#eci12943-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#eci12943-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} This unresponsive neutrophil type is thought to contribute significantly to the occurrence of infections. CARS associated with neutrophil dysfunction normally resolves in a matter of days, but in certain ICU patients, this situation of immune suppression can last up to weeks and months.[71](#eci12943-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} This clinical situation is now better recognized and is coined as persistent inflammation, immunosuppression and catabolism syndrome or PICS.[72](#eci12943-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"} Little is known about the role of different neutrophil phenotypes in mediating this immune suppression, but MDSCs have been implicated.[73](#eci12943-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}

8. NEUTROPHIL PHENOTYPES IN TISSUE AND BLOOD {#eci12943-sec-0011}
============================================

Most of the data regarding neutrophils are coming from cells isolated from the peripheral blood. Yet, the main location for neutrophil function is in the tissues. It is unknown whether every neutrophil homes to the tissue and the topic of recirculation is still under discussion. Therefore, it is important to study the cells in the tissue as well. There are a few locations where the cells can be obtained in a relatively untouched way: bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BAL,[74](#eci12943-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}), sputum,[75](#eci12943-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} synovial fluid[76](#eci12943-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} and oral neutrophils.[77](#eci12943-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} Immunophenotyping of these cells invariantly shows activated cells with a mature appearance.[76](#eci12943-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} The difficulty in the interpretation of this activation is whether the activation is the result of tissue homing per se, or that the disease associated with tissue neutrophilia is causing this phenotype, and/or is organ‐specific. Although few data are available for healthy individuals, neutrophil homing per se seems sufficient for the activation phenotype.[78](#eci12943-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}. Apart from tissue staining of N1/N2 cells, little is known regarding neutrophil phenotypes in different tissues in health and disease.[79](#eci12943-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}

9. NEUTROPHIL PHENOTYPES IN HOMEOSTASIS WITH UNKNOWN SIGNIFICANCE {#eci12943-sec-0012}
=================================================================

In addition to neutrophil subsets present in disease, also neutrophil markers have been described that might represent distinct neutrophil subsets in homeostasis. The 2 markers known today are discussed below. For both, no specific function has been ascribed, yet they seem to play a role in pathogenesis of disease.

*NB 1/CD177*. Between 45 and 65% of circulating neutrophils are CD177‐positive.[80](#eci12943-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} CD177 is a glycoprotein‐anchored receptor that among other functions regulates transmigration of neutrophils through binding of platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule‐1.[81](#eci12943-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#eci12943-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} CD177‐positive neutrophils seem to play a role in the pathogenesis of ANCA‐associated vasculitis. As CD177 serves as an anchor to proteinase 3 (PR3), all CD177‐positive neutrophils also selectively present PR3 on their cell surface,[83](#eci12943-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} a known antigen for antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies. Stimulation by CD177‐activating antibodies indeed showed increased degranulation and ROS production.[83](#eci12943-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}

*Olfactomedin‐4*. Clemmensen et al[84](#eci12943-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} reported OLFM‐4 expression that is post‐transcriptionally regulated and can serve to define subsets of neutrophils being OLFM‐4‐positive or OLFM‐4‐negative in health and disease. No clear functional differences have been described for neutrophils in vitro being positive or negative for this protein. However, OLFM‐4 has been shown to be linked to several immunological processes and clinical outcomes. For example, enhanced bactericidal capacity against *Staphylococcus aureus* and sepsis resistance have been described in OLFM‐4 knock‐out mice, whereas increased tumorigenesis is found in these mice.[85](#eci12943-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}, [87](#eci12943-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} In humans, high percentages of OLFM‐4‐positive neutrophils are associated with increased risk of multi‐organ failure and death in sepsis,[88](#eci12943-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} and OLFM‐4 has been proposed as a biomarker for several malignancies.[89](#eci12943-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, several studies have shown a variety of pathways regulating OLFM‐4 expression, including those critically involved in carcinogenesis and inflammation.[90](#eci12943-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}

10. HETEROGENEITY OF CELLS IN HOMEOSTASIS: THE CONCEPT OF COMPETITIVE PHAGOCYTOSIS {#eci12943-sec-0013}
==================================================================================

The text above might give the impression that at least during homeostasis the neutrophil in the peripheral blood belongs to a homogenous population of cells. This seems true when the cells are phenotyped by flow cytometry for the expression of markers on their surface. However, when the cells are studied with respect to their phagocytic function, an important complexity emerges.[5](#eci12943-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} It turns out that cells that are obtained from normal control individuals are very heterogeneous in their capacity to phagocytose bacteria. Hellebrekers et al came to the conclusion that all neutrophils can phagocytose bacteria, but some are much better than others. This implicates that these highly functional cells outcompete less functional cells in phagocytosis of their targets. It is as yet unknown whether the response to phagocytosis by highly functional cells is different from the response of low‐responding cells in terms of intracellular killing mechanisms. It is, however, conceivable that the highly functional cells will leave the blood first during inflammatory conditions, leaving behind the less functional cells. This concept is supported by studies showing hypo‐reactivity of neutrophils in injured patients[69](#eci12943-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} and eosinophils in asthma patients.[91](#eci12943-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} This is also seen in a murine model, where phagocytosis‐prone‐aged neutrophils transmigrated to tissues, leaving behind the less active neutrophils in the peripheral circulation.[25](#eci12943-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Whether such heterogeneity is also found in tissue neutrophils and/or is reflected in neutrophil phenotypes remains to be established.

11. CONCLUSIONS: REGAINING THE BALANCE IS THE SOLUTION {#eci12943-sec-0014}
======================================================

The neutrophil compartment is much more complex than ever anticipated. Keeping homeostasis in health and regaining homeostasis in disease are only reached when the balance of pro‐ and anti‐inflammatory functions of the cells is normalized. Simply inhibiting bulk neutrophils comes with an unpredictable risk of infectious complications. In fact, patients with neutrophil‐mediated diseases characterized by hypo‐reactivity of the cells, such as CARS and PICS, might even benefit from activation of the cells. Proof of principle for this latter hypothesis came from important work of the group of Pickkers et al, showing that treatment with IFN‐γ functionally antagonized LPS‐induced immune paralysis in humans.[92](#eci12943-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, clinical trials testing innovative new drugs targeting neutrophils should take into account that different phenotypes of these cells are operational at similar or different sites and at similar or different times.
